This paper focuses on the optimization problem of distributed project scheduling in the supply chain network which is made up of order manager, service brokers and service suppliers. Based on the initial scheduling by bids of service brokers, we present a heuristic approach with agent negotiation mechanism for the problem. The approach seeks optimal schedule by distributed negotiations, which apply the agent negotiation mechanism and share limited information, between order manager and brokers. Computational experiments show the approach is effective with good optimization performance.
INTRODUCTION
With the development of information technology, individual entities can dynamically form projectbased alliances, such as virtual enterprise, to meet order demands through effective sharing and applying of resources (Huang et al., 2005) . This distributed network structure of the supply chain poses greater challenges on project scheduling, and the research on scheduling problem in this environment getting an increasing concern.
There are many research works about project scheduling in a supply chain and most of them focus on centralized decision making, such as Banaszak & Zaremba (2006) , Banaszak et al. (2009) , Lecompte et al. (2000) , Vairaktarakis & Hosseini (2008) . These research works generally assume that the supply chain manager could take decisions by applying a centralized optimization model and could obtain all the information they need. However, some of the information is frequently seemed to be private and won't to share, such as the resource capability and cost structures.
Then, increasing studies about Distributed Project Scheduling Problem (DPSP) in supply chain with incomplete information are emerging. Lau et al. (2006) presented a model base on agent for DPSP, and use a modified contract net protocol to share time window between project agents and contractor agents and to seek a feasible solution of the scheduling. Huang et al. (Huang et al., 2005 focused on analyzing affected operations rescheduling when the resource condition is changed. Wang et al. (2008) introduce argument negotiation method for scheduling problem of supply chain to promote negotiation efficiency among broker agents. These studies formulated distributed supply chain network with agents, who are intelligent, independent and autonomic, and coordinated conflicts caused by resource constraints through sharing less information to obtain a valid schedule. However, as the studies focused on solving conflicts, the global optimization performance of the scheduling is usually not very good.
As a result, base on a multi-agent architecture, this paper presents a heuristic which is combined with agent negotiation mechanism for performing the optimal project schedule in supply chain with partial information sharing. The information, includes new solution and cost changing of the order manager, and new proposal, concessionary proposal and relevant cost-time changing of broker, is considered for sharing. Taking advantage of the relationship between the new proposals and the concessionary proposals of the brokers, the order manager and the brokers could get the optimal schedule by negotiate each other iteratively. 
According to (2), redundant time i rt satisfies
. Based on the initial schedule, the optimal objective of the project scheduling in supply chain is to seek a globally optimal schedule, which is meeting the time constraint of the orders, through adjusting their local time constraint and start time and changing the selection of service suppliers.
DISTRIBUTED OPTIMIZATION PROCESS
A distributed optimization process of project scheduling in supply chain base on heuristic and agent negotiation is shown on figure 2. The strategies for determining a supplier for performing service i are S1:
Schedule Adjusting by MA
Assume that the new proposal of BA who takes service m is selected for optimize the global schedule. Redundant times are firstly considered for meet the demand of adjusting. The algorithm is (3) To adjust the global schedule by using the services in set C ; calculate the total cost of the supply chain; and update the knowledge of MA.
COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
We consider an example with 6 continue services for an order and 4 suppliers for each services. The time constraints of the services are generated by random numbers satisfies adequate distribution in [50, 100] . The time consuming and cost for supplier j to perform service i are generated by [-20,20] , [250,500] and [0,100] respectively. We create 10 instances by these policies.
A mathematic programming model similar to Lau et al. (Lau et al., 2006 ) is adopted for centralized optimization and the model is solved by using Lingo. The bid structure and coordination approach of conflict in (Wang et al., 2008) are used and realized with Java. The approach of the heuristic of optimization present in this paper is also realized with Java. The results of solving the instances are shown in figure 3. As is shown in the figure, the results of heuristic for optimization are considerably close to the results of centralized optimization, and have relative high cost decreasing than the result of Scheduling by bids.
The comparisons of optimization performance of the three types of scheduling are shown in represents total cost of schedule obtained by using heuristic for optimization. As is shown in the table, the greatest gap between heuristic for optimization and centralized optimization is just 2.15% and the heuristic for optimization obtains optimal result on instance 8. On the other hand, the gaps between scheduling by bid and centralized optimization are relatively wide. So we can say that the heuristic for optimization has good performance on optimization. 
CONCLUSIONS
Base on the description of the structure of a supply chain network, the paper present a heuristic for optimization of distributed project scheduling in supply chain. The approach of scheduling base on a heuristic and an agent negotiation architecture through sharing partial information, including new proposals, concessionary proposals of service brokers and the global schedule of the order manager. Computational experiences show that the approach has good optimization performance by comparing with centralized optimization and scheduling by bids with two evaluation indexes.
